Evaluation of Burundi Physical Education Teachers, Coaches, and Athletes' Sport Nutrition, Massage, and Physiotherapeutic Exercises Knowledge
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Abstract Knowledge is an important aspect for every person; especially it is very important for physical education teachers, coaches, and athletes. Although the knowledge about nutrition, massage, and physiotherapeutic exercises was investigated in Burundi Country. This study was a descriptive lookup with blended methods. The participants of this lookup were 15 physical education teachers, coaches, and athletes taken by representative sampling. Data evaluation techniques used correlation and linear regression among indicators-variables, and between variables themselves with Software PLS-SEM and SPSS.21. The effects confirmed that there was a low correlation (r: 0.45) between the items-global knowledge, and the negative correlation (r = - 0.068) was found between prices of Gigabyte (GB) and source of learning confirmed that the more the price of gigabyte was expensive, the more the source of information about the learning was not sufficient. The correlation between nutrition and its indicators was not strong, consecutively presented (base: 0.339; components: 0.355; knowledge: 0.402). The relation between learning (X1), nutrition (Y1) \{Rx1y1: 0.421\}, and Knowledge (Y3) \{Ry1y3\} was not strong; the subjects have little knowledge about nutrition. The consecutively correlation of indicators (basics: 0.366; massage course: 0.378; knowledge: 0.441), on massage and physiotherapeutic exercises showed that subjects held little knowledge about the previous courses. Knowledge became strong management tools that help physical education, sport medicine, coaching training managers to decide how to improve peak of performance, to maintain the good quality of athletes and non-athletes: This learn about was the first to apply to evaluate career to the knowledge of physical education teachers, coaches, and athletes.
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1. Introduction Evaluation is a strong tool to know the level of someone about the material object and formal object. Evaluation is one party from assessment which is used as an instrument before like pre-test during and after (post-test) with its aims to evaluate the process of doing something like: teaching, training, learning...etc. Knowledge is the among the first scientific needs for every person, especially it is very important for Physical Education Teacher, Coach, and athlete [1, 2]. Although the knowledge about nutrition and physiotherapy exercises have been surveyed, this topic still relatively new area in Burundi Country. The questionnaires on determining science knowledge are designed [3], however, the criteria for assessing knowledge have been determined [4].
Therefore, evaluating knowledge in science is a combination of many tools to assess the validity of knowledge [5]. The evaluation is the process of monitoring the ability of subject to obtain the level of information an object material [6]. Massage is a healing method that uses the movements of the hands or tools against soft body tissues. Massage is the art of hand movements that aim to get pleasure and maintain physical health [7]. Massage is a treatment of physical, physiological and psychological aspects for athletes. This can be used before or after sports activities. If used before exercise, it will be very beneficial in elongating and loosening smooth tissue. Massage refers to the systematic manipulation of the body's smooth tissue for therapeutic functions and blood circulation. Massage is the science and artwork of making use of techniques related to maintaining the fitness of athletes and for improving athletic performance [8]. Benefits from rub down are so many: ease muscle tension, enhance blood flow, alleviate pain, promote relaxation, and relieve stress [9].

Exercise Therapy is the science of treating humans with bodily extraordinary needs (or those who can also develop bodily disabilities), to assist them limit and/or maintain simple practical capabilities (e.g., Sitting, standing, walking) and reduce their condition from progressing as a great deal as possible. Exercise Therapy is a routine or layout of physical activities designed and prescribed for precise therapeutic goals. Its cause is to work closer to the restoration of regular musculoskeletal feature or to limit precise therapeutic goals. Its cause is to work closer to the restoration of regular musculoskeletal feature or to limit pain above and under the web page of injury brought about by means of diseases or injuries thru neuro reeducation, gait training and therapeutic things to do. The therapy which is done with the help of the exercise aims at the relief of the pains and ensures the development of the motor skills, the muscles of the body, the joints, the flexibility and the balance are developed by the exercises and the daily activities. Living beings with exceptional bodily desires or the capacity for bodily strength are supported by physiotherapists to maximize and maintain health. Training is a very essential way to improve the skills and bio motor capacity of individuals. The essential objectives of physiotherapists and their assistants fall into three categories: (1) they become facilitators and allow the development of their bodily capacities, (2) they try to limit eternal disabilities and help people to improve or improve themselves, adapt to the abilities they have lost and they work with human beings to help them feel less pain.

Occupational therapists assess and treat men and women with illnesses, injuries, cognitive impairments, psychosocial dysfunctions, mental illnesses, developmental disabilities or to acquire knowledge about disabilities, bodily disabilities or different desires or exclusive conditions. Assessment and intervention focus on an individual's function level and include assessment of overall performance areas, performance components and performance contexts. The intervention includes the use of targeted activities to develop, improve, maintain or restore characteristics in the areas of overall performance, including, but not limited to: daily living skills, job performance, performance skills overall academic and leisure skills. The aim of the exercise remedy is to prevent dysfunctions, develop, correct, restore and maintain [10]: (1) the strength of automobiles; (2) Endurance and cardiovascular fitness; (3) Mobility and flexibility; (4) Stability; (5) Relaxation; (6) Coordination, stability and functional capacities. An athlete's nutritional knowledge, as well as practice, should have an impact on the athlete's overall performance. [11]

For physical education teacher, coach, and athlete is very needed getting enough understanding about nutrition and physiotherapeutic exercises, because we cannot expect performance by ignoring the later keys above. In the country of Burundi many athletes are suffering from malnutrition, during the national competition most of athletes often suffering from musculoskeletal injuries. The level of knowledge about nutrition, massage, and physiotherapeutic exercises for Physical Education Teacher, Coach, and athlete still unknown till now, the reason why the research will conduct a study about Evaluation of Burundi Physical Education Teacher, Coach, and athletes’ sport nutrition, and Physiotherapeutic Exercises mechanism. The aims of this research were to determine the degree of knowing on sport nutrition, massage, and physiotherapeutic exercises, to give up information to the researchers in order to provide the solution to current issue because the good physical body condition of people is one of the most factors which allows human to attend sustainable goals and successful performance during the competition for the athletes.

2. Material and Method Research

2.1. Research Design

This research is a descriptive study with mixed design quantitative and qualitative approaches. It is possible to answer the research questions using a qualitative and quantitative method. The study was a descriptive research which seeks to know the capacity of knowledge of the subject on a problem posed. However, quantitative data is reinforced by qualitative description.

2.2. Research Subject

The sampling of this research was 9 Physical Education Teachers, 4 Physical Education Teachers and Coach, and 2 athletes from Burundi country taken by representative sampling. The whole population were 150 subjects, and 10% of the population has been representative taken. The subjects chosen were able to provide all the necessary information about knowledge in physiotherapy and sport nutrition.
2.3. Research Instrument

Technique collection data with Google form questionnaire and interview. Data were collected using the plate form of google form to reach information while it was hard to meet the subjects in this covid-19 period, however a kind of interview has been conducted to reach more qualitative information.

2.4. Analyze Data

Data analysis technique with correlation between indicators and variables, using PLS SEM and SPSS Amos 23.

The research hope was to evaluate the knowledge of physical education teacher, Coach, and athletes about massage and physiotherapeutic exercises through the below Indicators and variables. This research has three independent variables named in X format: (1) Learning or X1 was independent variable which helped to reach or to evaluate if the subjects have learnt about the topic; (2) learning sources or X2 was also an independent variable which contributed to give knowledge to the participants the more the capacity of access information is high the more the knowledge of the sample is highly in the quality; (3) Gigabyte price or x3 was an independent variable showed how the price contribute as a limited factor in accessing information. Secondly there were three dependent variables: knowledge in nutrition, knowledge in massage and physiotherapeutic exercises, Global knowledge in massage and physiotherapeutic exercises respectively Y1, Y2, and Y3, it was the issue to evaluate the correlation or influence from the independent variables to the dependent variables.

Nevertheless, about the indicators, they were classified or attached according to the dependent and independent variables. So (1) lecturer qualification, and (2) learning programs indicators of Learning independent variable (X1); (3) internet access, (4) pedagogical supports, (5) broadcast media (TV&Radion), (6) sources indicators of learning sources independent variable (X2); (7) gigabyte indicator of Gigabyte price independent variable (X3). The following indicators like (8) basics in nutrition, (9) components of nutrition, and (10) knowledge in nutrition belong to nutrition dependent variable (Y1); (11) basics in massage and physiotherapeutic exercises, (12) massage course, and (13) knowledge in massage and physiotherapeutic exercises were attached to massage and physiotherapeutic exercises dependent variable (Y2); the last dependent variable Global knowledge in massage and physiotherapeutic exercises (Y3) was connected with (14) global knowledge its indicator.

An indicator is a sub-group or an element which helps researcher to know deeply the different variables wherever independent or dependent.

Research Hypothesis were:
1. Correlation was found between indicators and Variable.
2. Relationship was found between established variable and independent variable.

The look up Structural Equation Modeling (figure 1) helped us to locate the correlation that existed between warning signs and variables, and secondly the correlation that existed between variables themselves as the lookup hypotheses established above. This lookup structural equation modeling has constructed with six variables (three structured variables), three unbiased variables, and quatorze indicators.

![Figure 1: The Research Structural Equation Modeling](image-url)
3. Result

The result research has been presented and explained. An analyzing of the above figure 2 was done.

The figure 2 showed a positive correlation between qualification of the lecturers, programs taught, and learning, the correlation was consecutively 0.538; 0.514. The previous correlation tested that lecturers have a qualification related with the learning given, but also the programs were coherent with the learning. The strong correlation r = 0.810 between indicators (qualification, programs) and learning independent variable indicated the good corresponding between them.

The low correlation obtained between source of learning independent variable (X2) and its indicators (internet access, pedagogical supports, broadcast media (TV&Radion)) consecutively – 0.084; 0.399; 0.386; 0.358, the previously data explained that internet was not very easy to allow the good source of learning, physical education teachers, coaches, and athletes can’t access easily internet to get more information about massage and physiotherapeutic exercises. The pedagogical supports used were not consistent or related to massage and physiotherapy. Socio media like video television (TV) and Radio did not broadcast enough information about the material object; this one can be explained by a strong lack of qualified lecturers in massage in physiotherapeutic exercises. The source of information was not corresponding to the massage and physiotherapeutic exercises courses.

The negative correlation (r = - 0.068) obtained between prices of Gigabyte (GB) and source of learning confirmed that the more the price of gigabyte was expensive the worst is source of information about the learning. The price of gigabyte was a limiting factor for subject in searching information about massage and physiotherapy. Nevertheless, the negative correlation (r = - 0.046) between nutrition dependent variable and price of gigabyte showed that the high price did not allow subject to investigate about nutrition.

The subjects have a low knowledge about nutrition, the last statement was confirmed by the low correlation between nutrition dependent variable (Y1) with its indicators as it consecutively presented (base: 0.339; components: o.355; knowledge: 0.402). The relation between learning (X1), nutrition (Y1) \{Rx1y1: 0.421\}, and Knowledge (Y3) \{Ry1y3\} was not strong. The first correlation between learning and nutrition means that the lectures have a good qualification in other course but little knowledge about nutrition; secondly the capacity about nutrition was not also strong.

There was indirect correlation between learning and global knowledge (Rx1y3): 1.560 that value was rejected because was not in interval of [-1, +1]. The same on X2 and Y2, there is no directly relation the value was rejected (Rx1y2: 1.096)

The low correlation between massage and physiotherapeutic exercises (Y2) and its indicators were indirectly explained by the lack of information sources. The following correlation of indicators (basics: 0.366; massage course: 0.378; knowledge: 0.441), showed that subjects held little knowledge about the previous courses. However physical education teachers, coaches, and athletes held a low level about nutrition, massage, and physiotherapeutic exercises.
With SPSS the correlation between Global Knowledge and Item r: 0.450 was not strong which means that the subjects surveyed were living a lack of knowledge in nutrition, massage and physiotherapeutic exercises.

4. Discussion

The most benefits of this study were evaluation of Burundi Physical Education Teachers, Coaches, and athletes' sport nutrition, massage, and physiotherapeutic exercises knowledge. Evaluation is the series of accessing and interpretation of records about any factor of a software of training or education as part of an identified technique of judging its effectiveness, its efficiency and any other results it may additionally have [12]. The research made evaluation about the knowledge of nutrition, massage, and physiotherapeutic exercises referring to the important of them for every human body athletes and non-athletes. The result showed that the subjects did not have enough knowledge.

The low correlation (r: 0.45) confirmed the previous argument. Even though knowledge in nutrition massage and physiotherapeutic exercises is very grateful there were some limiting factors like internet which was not very easily accessible [13], he found in their research that the high price of gigabyte limited the subjects to be connected on the whole worldwide. The high price of every product decreases the satisfaction and loyalty behavior of the customers. In this study the subjects have insufficient sources of knowledge, lack of pedagogical support contributed negatively on the knowledge. The suite able environment and the good equipment will positively influence the result of learning, knowledge, and increase the productivity in different domains [14].

Massage is a famous therapy preference of athletes, coaches, and sports activities physical therapists. Nevertheless, its purported advantages and everyday use, proof demonstrating its efficacy is scarce, rub down has been promoted as a treatment of preference for several prerequisites such as musculoskeletal injuries, cancer, stress, relaxation, and being pregnant [15]. Physical activity intervention programs have been found to effectively improve physical fitness, strength, and balance [14]. The good knowledge in massage will help coaches, physical education teacher to help their athletes. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) defines musculoskeletal disorders as injuries or disorders of the muscles, nerves, tendons, joints, cartilage and supporting structures of the upper and lower limbs, neck, and lower back1. These can be caused or exacerbated by exertion or prolonged exposure to physical factors [16]. Musculoskeletal disorders and injuries of the upper and lower extremities are common the reason why is a strong need of knowledge of massage for coaches, athletes and physical education teachers. Exercise packages centered towards strengthening the supportive musculature of in many instances injured areas [17]. Treatment is a necessary issue which can have an effect on the result [18]. Nutrition evaluation is a vital first step in advising athletes on dietary techniques that consist of dietary supplementation, and in evaluating the effectiveness of supplementation regimens [19]. Nutrition training objectives to enhance information and improve dietary intake in athletes. Understanding athletes' vitamin knowledge and its effect on dietary intake [20]. Nutrition understanding of an athlete, as well as practice, is predicted to have an effect on athlete's overall performance [11]. The result of the study showed that the subjects have a low-level knowledge in nutrition; this one should affect the performance of athletes in Burundi country not only for athletes but also for every human body. Competitors have dreams to optimize overall performance and to hold healthy physique composition. Sports nutrition is an aspect of coaching packages regularly not noted by means of student-athletes and their coaches [21].

In general, physical education teachers, coaches, and athletes need enough knowledge in nutrition, massage, and physiotherapeutic exercises in other to allow high performance and to maintain the health of athletes and non-athletes.

5. Conclusions

Referring to the effects of the lookup and discussion that have been put forward, conclusions can be drawn: Physical education teachers, coaches, and athletes still need to emphasize deeply the nutrition, massage, and physiotherapeutic exercises in other hop a peak of performance and to improve the quality of human life. The high price of gigabytes and the low level of accessible of internet were the major limiting factor for increasing the knowledge.
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